DENVER DSOUZA
Frontend Engineer
#

91 9964 646 409

_ hi@alexdenver.com

 github.com/alexdenver

+ Bengaluru, India

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

Frontend Engineer

Masters of Computer
Application

Headout
~ 2020 - Ongoing + Bengaluru, India
 htps://www.headout.com

Ramaiah Institue of Technology

Headout is an on-demand mobile marketplace that helps travellers
discover & book the most incredible tours, activities, events & local
experiences in town for the next 24 hours at exclusive discounted
prices.
- Developed and built dashboard and related tools for Affiliates of
Headout, Built various no-code, fully customizable Widget Generators
for affiliates to embed dynamic and responsive widgets on their
websites, Implemented neat SDK with Vanilla JS for advanced
customisation of widgets for power users.
- Collaborated with Retention & Design team to build state-of-the-art
Email Design System that sourced content and layout from Prismc
CMS to generate cross device compatible emails on the fly by
exposing API endpoints and integrated with internal marketing tool to
send highly personalised emails.

Frontend Engineering Internship
Headout
~ 2018 - 2020

Joined Headout as an part time intern while studying for my masters
simply to keep challenging self to learn more real world application of all
the tools and frameworks that I came across, collaborated with several
brilliant engineers who have made significant impact on my learning
process and as an individual engineer.
- Built custom CMS solution with Prismic that could publish to any
configured domain, and removed dev dependency from managing
pages to just setting up domains and adding well documented
features/new components in React & Storybook.
- Took care of day-to-day bug reports, identifying the root cause and
patching appropriate fixes.
- Worked with retention and marketing team to build UI components for
Core App, Blog and several other micro websites.

INDUSTRY EXPERTISE
Design

+ Bengaluru, India

Bachelors of Computer
Application
St. Aloysius College
~ 06/2014 - 04/2017

+ Mangaluru, India

SKILLS
Frontend
React

Jest

HTML5

+ Bengaluru, India

Frontend Development

~ 06/2017 - 06/2020

JSP

Redux

CSS3
NextJS

Bootstrap

English

Hindi

Native

Proficient

FTL

Storybook

Styled Components

MJML

jQuery

Backend
NodeJS

PHP

AWS Web Tools

Express

SQL

MongoDB

Tools
Git

VS Code

Linux

Github Actions / CI/CD

LANGUAGES

JavaScript

sFTP
Figma/XD

